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Minutes 

Golf Course Square Cluster Association Annual Meeting 

June 13, 2016 

 

CALL TO ORDER – 7:47 PM 

ATTENDEES 
Sixteen households of resident owners, which included 7 Board members (list on file). 

 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

Elmer provided the following handouts: Annual Meeting notice with agenda, Budget 

Comparison for 1st quarter 2016 with 1st quarter expenditures, Reserve Budget for 2016 to 2030, 

Budget Comparison for 2015 with actual expenditures, and the first screen of the new website. 

He discussed the documents.  We are within budget and our financial status is good.  To access 

data on our new website that is not available to the general public, residents need to get a user 

name and password and sign in.  We are looking for a volunteer as webmaster; our website is 

based on Wordpress.  (Chris Johnson volunteered).  Golf Course development litigation is on 

hold.  The county has received has 3 open complaints about 2001 Sarazen Place.  Elmer asked a 

few committees to discuss their areas.  Laura mentioned a pool party.  Maybe a happy hour once 

a week at the pool.  There will be a party the 2nd Saturday before Thanksgiving and Polar 

Express will be the 2nd Saturday in December.  She requests E-mailed suggestions.  Anka 

discussed landscaping.  We are currently mowing once a week but that will decrease later in the 

year.  The county came out with a Bobcat and moved some rocks so water flows better along our 

boundary with the View.  Other drainage problems are being evaluated. 

 

OPEN DISCUSSION 

Haig requested clarification of the term, Undesignated Beginning Balance; Elmer provided it.  

Laura, Cliff and Beth volunteered to do a Newsletter.  Steve mentioned the possibility of having 

charging stations for electric cars along the Golf Course Drive road.  Rosalie asked about 

clearing vegetation behind her house; there are woods actually reaching rear decks to interfere 

with access.  Tom suggests that convincing folks that it is in their interest to improve their 

property will work and he volunteers to write a paragraph.  Cici asked if we have a 

recommended Contractors’ List; Elmer will discuss with Board but commented on negative 

aspects of an open listing.  Steve clarified that the drainage problem in his area is a common area 

problem.  Beth noted that the ground is compacted and the edges of the wooded area are creeping 

closer to the houses.  Bill asked if the View’s approach would work. Elmer noted that the 

Newbridge catch basin has permanent standing water.  Steve says several houses have siding 

problems and he has re-done T1-11 siding on his house several times.  He recommends Hardie 

Board and is willing to take the lead in seeking a group price.  Beth says Humberto says Hardie 

Board is a great solution.  Cici mentions folks leaving used Fido waste bags at the supply 

stations.  Also, Trash Cans are left out for long periods.  Beth requests a rule to prevent it.  Bill 

asks if we can give everybody a trash can. 

ELECTION OF DIRECTORS  
Cliff Song was unanimously elected and Anka Jhangiani, Robin Poppe, Elmer Reinhardt, and 
Ron Stock were unanimously re-elected to the Board.  Laura Hayes and Sue Silhol continue on 
the Board so there were 7 Directors at the end of the meeting. 
ADJOURN – 8:56 PM 


